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The shadows can consume us, if we let them. Love can redeem us, if we believe.Benjamin Graham

has spent all of his adult life hiding from his past. Kidnapped as a child, he's struggled to leave the

dark memories behind him until the fateful day when he comes to face to face with a monster from

his past. He loses control, he loses himself, and tries to disappear into the wilds of Texas.Grace

Beckett hasn't had an easy life. Her grief pushes her to disguise herself for revenge, but her path

takes a right turn when she meets the Grahams. Ben becomes the only person who can help her,

much to his dismay.When their mission brings them back to the dark past in Ben's nightmares, they

have to find a way to rely on each other, stay alive and become the people they want to be. Love

will become their salvation, if they forgive themselves and heal their hearts and souls together.
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I have never loved a family more than I do the Graham's. I love stories with large families that are

protective and loyal to one another and that is exactly what the Graham's are. This series has it all

adventure, mystery, heart ache and last but not least love. Usually I read a book and like it or hate it

but not this series I feel in love with the entire family. And emotion usually doesn't come easily when



I read but at the end of this series and Benjamin's story that is so traumatic, hear wrenching and

loving tears were flowing down my face. Sad to see this series end but never have a read a better

series. Happy Reading

I have followed the story of the Circle Eight since it's beginning and enjoyed each and every book.

The stories have been original and adventurous, telling of those early times when life was simpler

but also complicated. I recommend you read all the books and enjoy a good tale.

Love the Circle of Eight and the final book with Benjamin felt right to complete the main story line.

The only comment is about the jump in age between eldest and Benji, otherwise a good solid read.

Love this author as Emma Lang and Beth Williamson.

What a wonderful historical book. I read it all in one sitting - I couldn't put it down I love all of Emma

Lang's books - this was one of her best ones. It was very well written . I couldn't wait to see what

was going to happen next to Ben and Gracie and her son, Henry.

Had been waiting for this book to finish the series and was not disappointed. My only criticism was

that I wished the story was longer. I was nice to have all the loose ends cleaned up. Wish there was

another in the series.

I have read all the Circle Eight books. The first six books were great. However, it seems like the last

two books, especially this last one, didn't have much thought put into it. All the other books really

went into detail. I feel the author didn't put effort into Benjamin. It was short and almost boring.

After such a terrifying experience in his early childhood, it was nearly impossible for Benjamin to

relate to anyone outside of his immediate family. Until Grace tracks him to his lonely hideaway and

begs him to help recover hers son from the same horrible group that had taken him, Benjamin was

completely isolated and shut down. Helping Grace and Henry bring the abusers to justice redeemed

Benjamin in his own eyes and allowed him to open his heart to the possibility of love. Grace was so

fiery and passionate that there was no way Benjamin could ignore her as he had the rest of the

world. This was a really great story and I recommend the ENTIRE Circle Eight series to anyone who

loves Romance!
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